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 (https://occ.blackboard.com/webapps/blackboard/content/listContentEditable.jsp?
content_id=_1372075_1&course_id=_57868_1#contextMenu) Part of becoming a better public speaker requires
that you reflect on your speeches and what you have learned in the course. In order to complete this
assignment you must write an evaluation of your informative speaking experience.

In a 1-2 page double-spaced paper please address the following questions:

1. What was your mindset before you delivered the speech?
Were you comfortable with the material?
Did you feel prepared?
How and when did you practice?

2. Identify three things that you did well in your presentation.
Be specific, why were you satisfied with these elements?
Did the course material help you perform successfully?

3. Identify three things that you could continue to improve.
Why were you dissatisfied with these elements?

4. What will you take away from this experience to help you improve on these elements?
What did you learn from the class that you can continue to use to get better in your future public
speaking endeavors?
What tangible steps will you take to get better?

https://occ.blackboard.com/webapps/blackboard/content/listContentEditable.jsp?content_id=_1372075_1&course_id=_57868_1#contextMenu


Criteria Ratings Pts

4.0 pts

4.0 pts

4.0 pts

4.0 pts

Speech
Preparation

4.0 pts
Excellent

Clearly explained your
pre-speech mindset
including how
comfortable and
prepared you were for
the speech. Provided
robust evidence and
depth to support the
claims that you were
making.

3.0 pts
Satisfactory

Explained your pre-
speech mindset
including how
comfortable and
prepared you were for
the speech. Provided
limited evidence and
depth to support the
claims that you were
making.

2.0 pts
Needs Improvement

Briefly mentioned pre-
speech mindset with
limited discussion of how
comfortable and prepared
you were for the speech.
Provided limited or no
evidence or depth to
support the claims that
you were making.

0.0 pts
No Marks

Section
was
missing
from
evaluation.

Three things
that went
well

4.0 pts
Excellent

Clearly identified three
things that went well in
your speech. Provided
specific reference to the
concept and how it went in
your speech. Explained
how the course content
helped you excel at these
concepts.

3.0 pts
Satisfactory

Identified three
things that went
well in your speech.
Described these
concepts as you
performed them
and referenced the
relevant course
content.

2.0 pts
Needs Improvement

Identified less than three
things that went well in
your speech. Provided
only a brief description of
the concepts as you
performed them with
limited reference to the
relevant course content.

0.0 pts
No Marks

This
section
was
missing
from the
evaluation.

Three things
that need
improvement

4.0 pts
Excellent

Clearly identified three
things that you need to
continue to work on.
Provided specific
reference to the concept
and how it went in your
speech.

3.0 pts
Satisfactory

Identified three things
that you need to
continue to work on.
Provided some
reference to the
concept and how it
went in your speech.

2.0 pts
Needs Improvement

Identified less than three
things that you need to
continue to work on.
Lacks specific reference
to the concept and how it
went in your speech.

0.0 pts
No Marks

This
section
was
missing
from the
evaluation.

Continued
Improvement

4.0 pts
Excellent

Clearly explained what
you will take away from
the class and your
speaking improvement.
Identified tangible steps
(what you will actually
do) to help you improve
these aspects of your
speech.

3.0 pts
Satisfactory

Explained what you will
take away from the class
and your speaking
improvement. Identified
some specific aspects to
work on but you have
limited explanation of the
steps you will take to
achieve these goals.

2.0 pts
Needs
Improvement

Limited explanation
of what you will take
away from the class
and your speaking
improvement. Did
not identify tangible
steps to take to
improve these
aspects.

0.0 pts
No Marks

This
section is
missing
from the
evaluation.





Total Points: 20.0

Criteria Ratings Pts

4.0 pts

Length 4.0 pts
Excellent

Paper was 1-2 pages in length
(double-spaced).

3.0 pts
Satisfactory

Paper was at least 1 page
in length.

0.0 pts
No Marks

Paper was less than
1-page.




